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Abstract

rumors, it makes sense to count transmissions rather
than phone calls, but if rumors are rare, the number
of phone calls may be more important. (Also important is the number of rounds, or steps, but we do not
consider that here.)
Among the first to use epidemic algorithms is Demers et. al. [DGH+ 87], in the context of maintaining loose consistency among replicated databases.
Since then, many research have improved on various properties of these algorithms. See, for example, [AH96], which relaxes the assumption that all
nodes know the other nodes, or [CK02, EGH+ 03,
GP96, MMR99, Kel99, MS03] which are more robust
to faults. Rabinovich, Gehani and Kononov [RGK96]
makes determining whether a transmission is needed
more efficient. Rumor spreading protocols have
been used to maintain data structures in Peer-toPeer systems [RGRK, RGRK03, ACMD+ 03, DHA03],
and locate objects in networks [KKD01]. Kempe
and Kleinberg presented some impossibility results
in [KK02]. Broadcasting itself (without necessarily rumor spreading) is a well-studied problem, see
for example [HKMP96, HHL88] for a survey of techniques. The effects of faults on broadcasting has also
been well studied; see for example, [LMS98], which
examines the fault-tolerance of fixed connection networks.
The observations here draw most from two papers. Karp et al. [KSSV00] takes a theoretical approach and give an algorithm that distributes a rumor in O(log n) rounds, transmitting the message
O(n log log n) times, and uses O(n log n) phone calls.
Birman et al. [BHO+ 99] uses epidemic propagation
in addition to a fixed connection network for a more
reliable multicast.
First, we suggest that using a little bit of rumor spreading with a fixed connection network can
give some fault-tolerance benefits of randomize rumor
spreading with the efficiency of a fixed-connection
network. Note that in a fixed connection network,
the number of transmissions is O(n). Birman et
al. [BHO+ 99] also combine rumor spreading with a
fixed connection network to make a more reliable multicast.
Second, we describe a minor modification of Karp
et. al’s algorithm that reduce the rate of the pull
steps so as to use only θ(n log log n) phones calls as
compared to their θ(n log n). Datta, Hauswirth, and
Aberer [DHA03] do something similar, using pull only
when nodes wake up or have not heard news recently.
Rumor spreading protocols have found applications
to many areas, and many variations of them have
been considered. For example, Kempe, Kleinberg,
and Demers in [KKD01] introduced the notion of spa-

Rumor spreading algorithms are a useful way to disseminate information to a group of players in the
presence of faults. Rumors are either spread by pushing, in which the players knowing the rumor call
other players at random and spread the rumor, or by
pulling, where players who do not know the rumor
call other players and ask for any new rumors.
The efficiency of the algorithms is often measured
in the number of transmissions (the number of times
the rumor is shared), but could also be measured in
phone calls (the number of connections that need to
be made between players.)
In this technical report, we make two observations
to reduce the number of phone calls. The first idea
spreads the rumor in a randomized way and then uses
a fixed-connection network (such as a tree) to finish
sharing. This uses many fewer phone calls than pure
rumor spreading, though some nodes may not be notified. Second, we observe that using both push and
pull but pulling infrequently can reduce the number
of phone calls if rumors enter the network at a slow
rate.
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Introduction

Suppose a node has an update that it would like to
send to n − 1 other nodes. The node with the update
could send the message to every other node directly,
but this takes θ(n) steps. Another option is to build a
fixed-connection network (e.g., a phone tree). Then,
a node with an update sends the update to its parent
and its children, and the nodes that receive it send
it on in a similar way. The update reaches everyone in O(log n) steps, and each node—including the
node initiating the rumor—only does constant work.
Further, the total number of messages and the total number of phone calls is optimal, n − 1. But if
one node in the tree fails, a large subtree becomes
unreachable.
One solution to this problem is the use of rumor
spreading algorithms. These algorithms have two basic operations: push and pull. In a push, a node
that has the update and randomly sends the rumor
to another participant. In a pull, a node without the
rumor asks a random node for any new rumors.
We consider two measures of efficiency for rumor
spreading algorithms. The first is the number of connections (or phone calls) made. The second measure
is the number of times the rumor is transmitted. If
two nodes connect but neither of them know the rumor, a phone call may not result in a transmission.
If the cost of the phone calls is amortized over many
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Figure 2: The number of messages sent for push+tree
and push&pull. There are n nodes in the network,
and 10% are dead. The push&pull alogrithm is run
until all nodes know the rumor. (Neither push nor
pull alone performed as well as push & pull.)

Figure 1: The failure rate of a tree alone, push for
the same number of rounds, and the combination of
the two. The simulation used 1048576 nodes and the
results are averaged over ten runs.
tial gossip, in which nearby nodes are more likely to
contacted than distant nodes.
The Karp et. al. algorithm proceeds by pushing
and pulling messages for log n ± O(log log n) steps.
In the beginning, the process essentially doubles the
number of players who know the message. (Pushing
and pulling triples the number of messages at each
step.) This geometric increase means that up until this point, only O(n) transmissions had occurred.
However, n log n phone calls have been made, due to
the pulling. Most of the pull connections are between
nodes that do not have the rumor, so the count of
transmissions is unaffected by this.
Both our extensions make use of what we will call
a push phase–that is, log2 n rounds of simple push
communication. In this phase, a rumor starts with a
birthday of zero. With each round, every node with
the rumor pushes it to a random node, and increases
the age of the rumor by one. Once the age is log2 n,
we stop. Up until this time, there are no pull requests,
so only O(n) phone calls and transmissions have been
made.
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Figure 3: Success rate of message dissemination using
a random degree-three graph.

of the networks affects the number of nodes left informed by the push+tree scheme of Section 2. With
the tree alone, even a few failures in the network prevent the message from reaching most of the nodes. In
contrast, an initial push phase significantly increases
the percentage of nodes that receive the message, and
using a tree is more effective than adding additional
rounds of push communication.
In Figure 2, we compare the number of phone
calls and the number of transmissions to those of the
push+tree scheme. (Recall that a phone calls occurs
whenever two nodes connect; a transmission occurs
when at least one of them knows the rumor.) Note
that for the push+tree scheme, the number of transmissions and the number of phone calls is essentially
equal.

Push+tree

First we perform the push phase described above.
This gets around many of the faults in the fixed connection network. Second, we perform a second phase
using a fixed connection network. The push phase
and the fixed-connection network each use only a linear number of messages, so the total number of messages is linear. We use this technique with two networks. The first is a tree, chosen because it is very
simple to construct and update, and very vulnerable
to faults, and so may be the worst case. The second
is a low-degree random graph.
To test the usefulness of the push+tree scheme, we
used simulation. Our simulations used a tree that
was as close to balanced as possible. We present two
results. First, Figure 1 shows how the failure rate

As we noted above, a tree is a ineffective structure
for dissemination in a faulty environment, since one
failure disconnects a tree. For comparison, we built
a low-degree random graph and ran the same set of
tests. The random graph in this case is the union of
three random matchings. The simulation results in
Figure 3 show that at low failure rates, most nodes
in the random graph are notified, even without the
push phase. However, at the higher failure rates, the
push scheme does help some.
2
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A slower pull

is very low, the pull phone calls occur when there is
no rumor currently spreading in the network, and so
are wasted. For example, if there are no rumors in
the network, every pull phone call is wasted. But if
rumors arrive approximate O(log n) steps, and pulls
occur approximately O(log n/ log log n) steps, then
most pulls occur at a time when there is a rumor
currently spreading in the network. The disadvantage of the slower pull is that it increases the time
until all players know the rumor.
On the other hand, if the rumor rate is high, then
even pulling at every step results in the transmission
of some rumor, and so there are no “wasted” phone
calls, making the slower pull unnecessary. Thus,
when many rumors are spreading, the slower pull described gives no benefits while delaying the time at
which all nodes know the rumor.
To minimize the number of wasted phone calls, the
pull rate should depend on the rumor rate. When
there are many rumors in the network, the pulls
should be frequent. When rumors are rare, the pull
rate should be slowed to match.

Once at least half the nodes are informed, pull communication requires very few rounds and very few
messages to reach the rest of the nodes, since it
roughly squares the fraction of uninformed nodes at
each step [DGH+ 87,KSSV00]. Once half the nodes in
the network know the rumor, only O(log log n) rounds
of pulling are needed before all the rest know.
But during the O(log n) rounds to inform that half,
every node makes a pull phone call. Most of those
phone calls are wasted, since neither node knows the
rumor, and no transmission can occur. In this section, we seek to limit these wasted phone calls.
If we had a global counter measuring the age of the
rumor, we could have nodes with the rumor push for
log2 n steps, and then cease pushing. The nodes that
do not have the rumor then start to pull, and pull for
O(log log n) steps. This would result in O(n log log n)
phone calls, which is optimal. However, this makes
the unreasonable assumption that all nodes know
when to start pulling. We make the following observation:
Observation 1 Push and pull need not happen at
the same rate. If rumors are pushed for log2 n steps,
while pulling occurs every O(log n/ log log n) steps,
then rumors will arrive at all the nodes in O(log n)
steps with O(n log log n) phone calls.
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